Clear CARGO Competence

PHARMA ZONE
Pharmaceutical Cold Storage Facility

Hyderabad, the hub for pharmaceutical manufacturing has seen various companies
shipping Pharma products to various parts of the world. We at RGIA continue to invest
in the technology that allows us to provide the most efficient product for the
development of the export industry in the region. In doing so, the company strengthens
its leadership in the transportation of cargo between Hyderabad and rest of the world
and, more specifically, at RGIA, Hyderabad, which is the main gateway to the
pharmaceutical manufacturing hub of the country. World over various lifesaving
medications and critical ingredients from the Pharmaceutical industry require appropriate
storage during manufacturing, transportation and at transit points as well as in local
pharmacies. To support the growing local industry which now has strong global
footprints, we as the logistics enablers have to extend accurate and temperature controlled
care while handling pharmaceutical products. Towards this endeavor, we have created an
exclusive cold storage having an area of 1400 sq.m for pharmaceutical products at our
Cargo Terminal.
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Dedicated temparature - controlled truck docks for
acceptance
Floor level weighing machines at Acceptance Area
Dedicated temperature-controlled area for Customs
examination
Dedicated CCTV coverage in Pharma Zone
Racking system for storage of cargo to provide for
examination in non-sterile area
Modern, high capacity racking system
Separate area earmarked for examination and forklift
movement
Ball mat system for built-up ULD movement
Weighting of Unitized ULD’s
Dedicated zones with 02 to 08 degrees & 15 to 25 degrees in
examination and sterile area for built-up ULDs
FDA approved Data loggers with digital storage in all the key
areas – features include SMS & email alerts and audible
alarms fitted throughout
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